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ABSTRACT 
There is a strong need of more openings to be made available for better exploration and expression in the field of 
‘Natural Sciences’, which have been put under confinements for a long time. Progress in a systematic scientific 
manner is the need of all education and society. Most of our study seems unscientific today. Its credibility is still 
doubted, as also of many scientific principles, as ‘Newton’s law of gravity due to mass attraction, formation of 
Moon, black holes, elliptical shaped orbits, solar storms’. Plate tectonics doesn’t define Earth. Evolution of Earth, 
explained by ‘plate tectonics’, seems to be always changing views and is mostly hypothetical, A school Atlas shows 
Earth to consist of Continents separated by oceans. There are several mountains too. But ‘plate tectonics’ for the 
last hundred years, since about 1915, tells this shape is not permanent and has been changing endlessly and is 
continuously changing on the basis of some postulates, claimed to be scientific. It tells the Earth’s surface to consist 
of plates, which happened to be close together once, and to be drifting and forming mountain ranges due to 
collision. Just because both of the ‘Two American Continents’ have mountain ranges along their western coasts, 
and a vast Atlantic Ocean exists on their east, the concept of drift and thereby mountain building by collision of 
plates, and thus the occurrence of earthquakes too, has gained momentum. But its credibility is still doubted. This 
description seems unjustified, when India is being assumed to be drifting from far below, deep south from its 
present place, to drift northward, so as to form the Himalayas, as mountain building exercise, postulated by ‘plate 
tectonics’. It seems hypothetical, as even after so many years, several explanations and experimentations are not 
able to prove it. Instead Earth’s surface is ‘permanent’ and formed under a well defined scientific process of lava 
motion governed by ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ presented by this writer at the 99 th Indian 
Science Congress. This explains one time formation of the Himalayas as well as other mountain ranges. It says 
‘Krishna Mohan‘s concept of permanency of continents-is the only reality’. The paper presented at 99th Indian 
Science Congress, deals with the tilting of the axis of Earth, to the present alignment, due to the accumulating fast 
moving lava layers, during the westward convergence in the Himalayas. This tilting of axis westward, leads to huge 
lava sweeps along with huge jerks and jolts, leading to formation of the two American Continents, Europe and 
Africa etc. permanently, twisting India too, north-eastwards, separating Sri Lanka. India too occupies its present 
position permanently. The Himalayas are laid by the ‘East to West snail pace lava laying process of convergence’, as 
a most compact and dense mass, leading to little earthquake history on the lands at its south and India too, though 
showing large earthquakes in its (Himalaya’s) northern, eastern and western regions. Thus contrary to the fears of 
large earthquakes, as being propagated by plate tectonics, India is almost calm, showing little history of large 
earthquakes. Yet whole of India is visited by mild earthquakes, most frequently, due to twists and turns, it had, 
when axis tilted, described in detail separately, in ‘India twist north-eastward when axis tilts’. Westward drift of the 
American Continents, is described by plate tectonics, to lead to ‘Sea floor spreading’ in the midway lying Atlantic 
Ocean, as the two American Continents lie west of the Atlantic Ocean. They are assumed to have drifted so far, 
leaving the vast ocean on the way. But obviating to the presently prevalent concept of drift, both American 
Continents occupy their present positions permanently, since their huge laying sweeps. To prove drift theory 
investigations in the form of—‘INDEPTH (International Deep Profiling of Tibet and the Himalaya), a 
multidisciplinary geophysical and geological investigation of the Himalayas and Tibet, has been done under phases 
- INDEPTH I, II, III and IV, to investigate the effects of the Indian Continent thrusting against the Eurasian plate, 
pushing out the Himalayas, too’, often considered the ideal location for investigating continental collision-tectonics. 
‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least prone on its south, 
towards India, to major earthquakes. It gives science new foundations of credibility. ‘Convergence to Origin’, seems 
a reality. All education has to reform itself for the betterment of society, however hard it may seem. So a proper 
knowledge, is the top priority of society for calm, peace and prosperity. 
 

 

 

SCIENCE SEEKS SURE SYSTEM SUCCESS STUDY-STORY 
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INTRODUCTION 
a) This ‘Sound Scientific System Study, tries to give ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of Convergence of Masses’ a strong 

scientific credibility, in an attempt to present an ‘Evolution Study’ not only of the Earth’s surface, but of the 
surrounding bodies, moving around, such as Moon, Ecliptic etc., in a comprehensive manner, bit by bit.  

b) Here is an attempt to present the one time scientific formation process of the Earth’s surface, obviating ‘Plate 
tectonics’, telling India drifting northward, and thus vulnerable to high magnitude earthquakes.  

c) The Himalayas too, are said to be result of this drift of the so called Indian plate northward, unrelentingly 
quashing against the so called Eurasian plate, at TIBET. But the same does not seem comprehensive, credible 
and scientific. It thus cannot make way into a scientific study.  

d) The geographical features are predominantly permanently in their present positions, as shown in any school 
atlas, since forming once in a scientific manner, described by ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of Convergence of 
Masses’, a scientific credibility, put up by this writer at the 99th Indian Science Congress.  

e) ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least prone on its 
south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

 
WHY INDIA SHOULD MOVE? 
1. An article “Speeding India formed Himalayas”’ in the Times of India, on October 18, 2007, informs ‘Until 140 

million years ago India formed part of ‘Gondwanaland’', which broke apart from Africa, India, Australia, 
Antarctica and South America’. 

2. India moved north and smashed into Eurasia about 50 million years ago. The collision caused to push up the 
Himalayas, as per a study published in the British journal Nature. 

3. An earthquake, measuring 7.8 on Richter scale, hit China on May 12, 2008, killing more than 60,000 persons, 
as per news in Hindustan Times on May 25, 2008.  

4. In the Times of India, on May 14, 2008, the cause of the earthquake was given as “India colliding with Asia led 
to tremors”. It says “India continues to slide north two inches a year”.  

5. An article ‘India is drifting northward’ - appeared in Danik Jagran on July 17, 2004, described as findings of 
scientists of Oxford University. It says because of the northward drift of India, the thrust is building up 
pressures in the Himalayas, in the Tibetan region.  

6. It says India is drifting northward at a rate of 5cm per year. Because of this Indian drift, Tibet too must drift 
eastward 2 to 3 cm per year. But the latter type of Tibetan thrust is not happening. This latter type of invisible 
drift is a cause of mystery and worry for the scientists of the Oxford University. 

7. An article ‘SOS: Scarcity of Specialists’, came up in The Times of India, on September 25, 2011, after the Sikkim 
earthquake of September 18, 2011, requiring further studies, on perception of  plate tectonics, and mass 
destruction, depicted by the film 2012, for fear of more major earthquakes, expected in future.   

8. Times of India gave ‘Himalayas set for major quakes’ on December 5, 2012, and ‘Experts warn of massive 
quakes in Himalayas’ on December 31, 2012, saying massive earthquakes of high magnitude, 8 and above on 
Richter scale, to occur in the region frequently. But it shows no previous history of the kind. 

9. An article “More severe tremors may hit India”, appeared in the Hindustan Times on February 4, 2001, after 
the India’s Republic Day Gujrat earthquake of January 26, 2001, at 08:46 AM local time.  

10. It suggested more earthquakes of 7.8 to 8.5 magnitude, in future, in the Himalayan region, because of the 
Indian tectonic plate thrusting against the Asian plate at 3 mm per year.  

11. At the same time, Roger Bilham of University of Colorado, U.S.A., admits, “We could be wrong. We have no 
historical precedents to learn from”. 

 
BUT INDIA DOES NOT MOVE. 
1) Present presentations are thus presenting India in a state of continuous collision, by pushing northward, to 

collide and create earthquakes, and chaos, on some misconceptions, of ‘plate tectonics’. 
2) It makes science too vulnerable to doubts, rather than a source of study, education, knowledge, wisdom, 

aiding calm, culture and confidence.        
3) China on north as on May 12, 2008, is often visited by high magnitude earthquakes. So is the case with 

Pakistan as on October 8, 2005, Afghanistan, in west of Saltoro Ridge, and Myanmar, in east of India.  
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4) An earthquake of 6.6 magnitude struck Pakistan’s northwestern region on June 14, 2014. The epicenter of 
the quake was in Afghanistan’s Hindu Kush Mountains. It struck Peshawar and adjoining areas. Tremors 
were also felt in areas of Mansehra, Chitral, Bajaur, Mingora and Malakand.  

5) Similarly and earthquake struck Pakistan on October 8, 2005, shaking north India and Delhi too, in the 
morning hours.  

6) But similar is not the case with India. India is not prone to high magnitude earthquakes, as said above, too, 
showing little history of major earthquakes.  

7) India is not a source of generating major earthquakes, or home to epicenter of major earthquakes.   
8) As said above, Roger Bilham of University of Colorado, U.S.A., admits, “We could be wrong. We have no 

historical precedents to learn from”. 
9) Though an earthquake of magnitude 6.4 occurred on 30th September, 1993, in southern part of Latur 

district of Maharashtra State, India.  
10) A paper ‘Can we predict an earthquake precisely? by B.G. Deshpande, published in IGC Newsletter, Vol. 2., 

No.2 & Vol.3. No. 1, July-Dec. 1994 & Jan-June 1995, tells;  
11) It’s all the more difficult in case of earthquakes in the stable regions of the earth as the largest of them 

occurred long, before the modern instruments were developed, 
12) Another earthquake of 6.5 magnitude shook India at Sikkim on September 18, 2011.  
13) An article ‘SOS: Scarcity of Specialists’, came up in The Times of India, on September 25, 2011, afterwards, 

requiring further studies. 
14)  But the studies may result in otherwise seismic calm for India, obviating drift.  
15) An earthquake at Bhuj, Gujrat, jolted India on January 26, 2001, at 08:46 AM local time. Though it is being 

considered as a normal earthquake, due to plate tectonics. 
16) Yet the same is a phenomenon, attributed to oceanic wave effect (ocean waves generating into 

earthquakes), in the 12-year ‘Solar Cycle’ period, enhancing in January, 2001. 
17) It is not being studied presently as a separate cause, up till now, but was described by this writer, in the 

presentation, ‘12-Year Solar Cycle- Effects on Earth & Sun, at the 101st Indian Science Congress’.  
18) It is unlike tsunami (ocean waves created after earthquakes), a very common event, occurring in 

earthquakes shattering lands, close to high seas, particularly Indonesia, Japan etc. 
19) So there is very strong reason of studying earthquakes elaborately, as suggested by the article ‘SOS: 

Scarcity of Specialists’, in The Times of India, on September 25, 2011, perhaps may result into relative 
seismic calm, for India, at least.  

20) On the contrary ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once and 
least prone on its south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

21) The main emphasis should be ‘Disaster Management and Awareness’ regarding earthquakes, not creating 
fear, as being presently prevailing, mostly leading to unnecessary chaos, fake predictions and practices. 

22) Building confidence, like building good quality homes, is the need of all knowledge and education. 
23) When knowledge itself is wrong, how can there be a good and proper education or ‘SCIENCE'? 
24) Every aspect of learning is being misinterpreted, misguided, so is worst cause of chaos, rather than the 

main event or the earthquake itself.  
25) Every word or study cannot become ‘SCIENCE’. On the contrary ‘SCIENCE’ is the most pure form of 

education and learning of the most discerning kind.  
26) The same is being dealt herein in brief, for the circumstances, developing in the areas surrounding the 

Himalayas, which on the contrary, are twisting science too.  
27) ‘SCIENCE IS PURE’, free of all confines, but binds all ‘Evolution and Universe’, within its confines.  
28) So science has its own mysteries, and mysterious ways to move. Mysterious are the ways of life too.  

 

WHY NEED OF MORE ELABORATE STUDIES? 
 
So ‘plate tectonics’ seems a mystery full of doubts, as shown by statements of persons, as above. 
1. It shows collision a must for formation of mountains, all over the Earth, even the Himalayas. It again shows 

this collision as the cause of earthquakes, too.  
2. But history of earthquakes in India, is not similar to that found in the other areas, around the Himalayas, in 

east, west or north. So it fails to substantiate the perceptions and conclusions for repeated major 
earthquakes, in the areas south of the Himalayas, too.  

3. These unmatched perceptions and projections in ‘plate tectonics’, create doubt in its credibility, as a ‘Source 
of Science’, to explain ‘Evolution of Earth’.    
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4. Innovations are needed to bring truth to the people, making most research seeming as a mystery, sometimes 
unrealistic.  

5. While one may have no right to question the validity of a research, but there is a need to make ‘Truth prevail 
and sustain credibility’.  

6. Perception leads to projection and prediction. Plate tectonics is the present source for all projection and 
prediction and to explain ‘Evolution of Earth’, and thereby earthquakes too.  

7. But most is better studied through ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’.  
8. It shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least prone on its south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

 

WHY SHOULD INDIA MOVE NORTHWARD TO FORM HIMALAYAS? 
(i) The two American Continents, having tall mountain ranges all along  their long reach along the western 

coasts, lie westward of the vast Atlantic Ocean. 
(ii) As such these mountains, on the western coast of the two American Continents, have been assumed to 

have been formed as a result of collision with another Pacific Ocean plate, on their further west.   
(iii) The Atlantic Ocean, on the east of these continents, has been assumed to have formed, as a result of the 

westward drifting of these continents, as a phenomenon of ‘Continental Drift’. 
(iv) So the vast drift has been assumed to lead to ‘Sea floor spreading’ in the Atlantic Ocean.   
(v) The same has been applied to all the Earth’s surface, even to the inland masses as the Himalayas, for more 

than a century, since the year 1912. 
(vi) As such huge amount of drift for India, exceeding thousand of miles, has been conceived, by assuming 

India to lie elsewhere in deep south, from its present place, so as to form the Himalayas later, by colliding 
against the northern regions of ASIA. 

(vii) It is so, as to suggest collision of plates, as one clear cut example of drift seems available, in the form of the 
two American Continents. 

(viii) This is the situation when the Himalayas are well connected, confined inland, surrounded by vast land 
spaces and boundaries, all around. 

(ix) So INDEPTH (International Deep Profiling of Tibet and the Himalaya), a multidisciplinary geophysical and 
geological investigation of the Himalayas and Tibet, has been done under phases - INDEPTH I, II, III and IV, 
since 1992 till beyond -2011. 

(x) It is done to investigate the effects of the Indian Continent thrusting against the Eurasian plate, pushing out 
the Himalayas, too, often considered the ideal location for investigating continental collision-tectonics.  

 

BUT INDIA OCCUPIES ITS PRESENT POSITION PERMANENTLY. 
1. On the contrary ‘Krishna Mohan’s concept of permanency of continents’, put up by the writer, in the 

presentation ‘Law of convergence of masses’ at the 99th Indian Science Congress, also published by iasir.net, 
and ‘Theory of relational motion’, put up at the 100th Indian Science Congress, and ‘Tilting of axis opened 
Sukinda mines north-eastwards, put up at 2013 IGC, explains ‘Evolution of Earth & India’ and earthquakes in a 
better scientific, comprehensive, credible manner.  

2. It tells that ‘India occupies its position permanently’. All Continents too, occupy their present positions 
permanently. 

3. It defines the Himalayan ranges, have been laid once by the snail pace lava motion, obviating any drift and 
thereby fear of very high magnitude earthquakes in it south.   

4. Thus the Himalayas are the most compact and calm mountain ranges, laid once into the extremely tall 
southern ridges too, peaking above 8000 Metres, including the tallest peak of Mt. Everest 8848 Metres.  

5. The Indian land, laying south of it, is least earthquake prone, visited by few earthquakes, of mild to low 
magnitude only, predominantly due to tilting of axis, described in detail in the article ‘India twisted north-
eastward when the axis tilted’, published by AARJ.  

6. The ‘Convergence Concept’, suggests “One Time Formation Process’ of different parts on Earth, obliterating a 
continuous drift, being propagated by ‘plate tectonics’, as an unending snail pace motion. 

7. Thus it discusses in detail, in a credible comprehensive scientific analysis, the processes working, making India 
occupy its present position permanently, since ages, as do all the Continents.  

8. To justify drift, as its important postulate, to form mountains, and so the Himalayas, and cause earthquakes, 
plate tectonics assumes that “India in the past, formed part of ‘Gondwanaland’', which broke apart from 
Africa, India, Australia, Antarctica and South America”. 

9. While on the contrary India occupies its present position permanently since ages, since the time of its 
formation, and is an integral part of Eurasia as does any other country or region, therein. 
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10. ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, so is least prone to major 
earthquakes, on its south, towards India.  
 

The following is an attempt to place education on strong scientific pedestals, adhering to nature, through 
‘Convergence Concept’, a strong scientific, comprehensive credibility, following natural happenings and events, 
seen day to day.  
    

SCIENCE IS BETTER WITH -LAW OF CONVERGENCE OF MASSES 
a) All bodies in this Universe rotate and revolve. This forms the fundamental principle of all study. But today 

some studies need review, as gravity, explaining all masses attracting all other masses, evolution of Earth, 
described by plate tectonics. The whole Universe is a huge mystery, but some of the present studies make it 
more, being based on unscientific grounds.  

b) As said above ‘all bodies rotate and revolve’. It defines an orbital and cyclic motion, or ‘to and fro’ motion. This 
leads to the above simple law of convergence. That means that all mass must return back to its ‘Source or 
Origin’. This defines the basic nature of ‘All Evolution’.  

c) Any study on evolution must mention this ‘Convergence Concept’. We cannot forget this aspect in our study. 
As soon as we leave this aspect we go astray and reach nowhere. 

d) So we have to remain confined in our study, as all satellites must fall back to Earth, come what may, as Earth 
pulls back all to itself. The same too, needs to be studied in a larger aspect, though not possible, within the 
confinements of the presently prevailing scientific atmosphere and parameters. 

e) So there is a strong need of more openings to be made available for better exploration and expression in the 
field of ‘Natural Sciences’, which have been put under confinements for a long time.   

f) But for a strong analysis, understanding and expression, a sort of confinement is put by inertia forces, as also 
to this study, by forces of ‘Rotation and Revolution’, and thus ‘Convergence’. 

g) So is the case with our study to remain confined within certain parameters, to make it authentic, credible and 
progressive. This introduction and view makes the study very simple and comprehensive.  

 
LAW OF CONVERGENCE OF MASSES 
1) A stone thrown up from Earth falls back to it. This is due to the process of convergence, to origin, or from 

where the stone moved. Similarly a manmade satellite, after remaining, operative for some time, extending to 
several years, returns and falls back to Earth as debris, as did UARS, Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite, fell 
back to Earth on Sept. 23, 2011.  

2) The 6.5-ton satellite was deployed from space shuttle Discovery in 1991 and decommissioned in December 
2005. NASA reports that thousands of satellites become defunct and inoperative because they leave their 
Geo-stationary orbit.   

3) Thus every satellite, though tremendously costly and sent with huge precision and precaution, becomes debris 
one day, just because being unable to surpass the pull backward to Earth, by all the means available to it, or 
man guiding and feeding it with all the energy possible.  

4) On December 7, 2011 NASA gave a news item in the Times of India, that Voyager-1, sent more than three 
decades ago, is going to become the first man-made vehicle to go beyond, leaving the ‘Solar System’ behind.  

5) At the same time it writes the vehicle to be in ‘stagnation zone’. Later it was reported to have left and become 
the first man-made vehicle to leave the Solar System. But it seems improbable, when considered from 
‘Convergence Concept’, if found credible. 

6) There seems a need of ways of science, needing confirmation of human progress, as all need proper access to 
the studies we make, whatsoever, as most of our works, in the name of science, are incredible and 
incomprehensive, sometimes fake.      

 

CONVERGENCE CAUSE OF ALL EVOLUTION 
1. Thus a satellite meets and gets torn between two type of forces, one thrusting it out and the other pulling it 

in, to the source. While forces pushing it out are man-made, the forces pulling it in or back are natural, 
working continuously.  

2. Similarly all mass and Evolution is torn between these two types of forces, pushing out and pulling in. Thus all 
mass and Evolution is working between these two forces, one pushing out and the other pulling in.  

3. Similar to the forces launching a man-made satellite outward from a source, all masses in space, get pushed 
out outward from some source. Similar to a satellite being pulled inward back to its source or ‘Origin’, all 
masses get pulled back to the source, they moved away from.  

4. This is because of the continued ongoing affect of forces, still acting as forces of inertia, defined here onward 
as ‘Convergence’.  Thus obviating to the present belief that, masses attract each other, as postulated by 
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‘Newton’s Law of Gravitation’, masses continue to move, under the influence of the ongoing rotation, they 
were undergoing, before departure outward.  

5. This forms convergence to the source or Origin. It thus forms into a Universal and most fundamental law, 
‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’. While the forces, thus leading a mass to ‘Converge’, to its 
source hereby seem to be simple and easily defined, the forces pushing it out away need to be well analyzed 
and understood, too.  

6. Some of the formations on the Earth as ‘Drift -not cause of all formations, mountains & earthquakes’ are 
being touched herein, to make a feel and need of this study, so as to provide an insight into the subject matter 
properly.  

7. ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least prone on its 
south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

 

VOLCANIC ERUPTION AS SOURCE OF MASS 
Volcanic eruption is a natural process of mass formation. Magma pushing out of Earth, to great heights, is a regular 
feature. But this magma again, comes back to Earth, not because of Earth’s attraction, but because of Earth’s 
rotation. The magma has already been a part of Earth, while inside the Earth’s surface. 
 

CONVERGENCE AS INERTIA OF ROTATION 
While inside the Earth’s surface it was undergoing rotation along with rest of the Earth. So when outside, it is 
forced to undergo the same rotation or inertia of rotation. It falls back to Earth, instead of going anywhere else.  
A. Forces affecting lava mass 
The lava mass gets subjected to the following forces, on the Earth’s surface:- 
1. Anti-clockwise rotation of  main Earth, 
2. Forces of friction and adhesion between the Earth and lava mass,  
3. Effect of viscosity of lava mass, 
4. Inertia of rest and inertia of motion of the Earth as well as lava mass.  
Lava mass moves over the Earth’s surface under the effect of the above forces. Earth rotates anti-clockwise 
continuously about its axis, forming days and nights. The magma or lava mass starts moving over the Earth’s 
surface like a football, because of this anti-clockwise rotation. The lava mass which is highly viscous, meets the 
friction and adhesion of the Earth’s surface. It gets retarded and broken into fast and slow moving layers. 
B. Slow and fast lava layers 
The lava mass as described above gets broken into fast and slow moving layers. These form upper and lower lava 
layers, in contact with the Earth’s surface. While the lower layers get slowed down by constant friction, the upper 
layers keep moving fast. The Earth’s surface rotates faster along larger circles around the axis, just as along the 
Equator. But it rotates slower along shorter circles, closer to the axis or poles and least at axis. The slowed down 
lava mass too, starts leaving the faster moving outer or larger circles. It starts moving towards inner concentric 
circles. 
C. Convex shaped formations 
The slowed down lava mass leaves the faster moving outer larger circles. It moves towards inner concentric circles, 
moving at a slower speed. But in doing so it makes convex shaped traces. As these traces get slower bit by bit, they 
make convex shaped traces, convex inwards, towards inner concentric circles, rotating with a lesser 
circumferential speed. The upper or faster lava layers keep rotating with higher speed of the larger outer circles. 
They thus leave traces in the form of the outer larger circles, convex outward, or away from the axis. Thus the 
lower layers meet larger and larger friction in the travel path, resulting into movement towards inner and more 
inner circles. Slowly they move closer to the axis 
D. Movement closer to the axis 
Thus the retarded lava layers move closer towards the axis, resulting into more contact time with the underneath 
Earth surface. These lava layers slowly get deposited on the Earth’s surface, forming long mountain chains, 
depositing higher and higher peaks.  
E. Formation of high peaks 
Thus lava layers get retarded, move to inner concentric circles. They start depositing on the Earth’s surface 
underneath, forming mountain chains and tall peaks. The retarded lava layers get more contact time with the 
Earth’s surface and deposit. Thus higher and higher peaks start forming closer to the axis, because of the snail pace 
motion there. 
F. Convergence of lava to axis 
This makes lava layers get closer, compact showing convergence to the axis, following the anti-clockwise rotation 
of the Earth. Thus traces developing higher and higher mountain ranges, having tall peaks start forming closer to 
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the axis. The retarded lava layers, thus moving close to the axis, move at a snail pace. They get a large contact time 
and deposit forming a long chain of extremely tall mountain peaks. 
G. Formation of the Himalayas 
The retarded lower lava layers, moving towards the inner concentric circles develop convex shapes towards inner 
concentric circles and axis as well. The Himalayas thus form a well demarcated convex shape along the 
southernmost tall ridge, which consists of extremely tall mountain peaks. 
H. Formation of Mt. Everest 
This forms the southernmost convex shaped tall ridge consisting of the tall peaks reaching above 8000 metres, 
even containing the tallest peak of Mt. Everest ht. 8848 metres along it.  
I. Wider eastern Himalayas  
The fast moving lava layers too, move to the inner concentric circles, getting retarded in the later reaches of their 
travel path.  These faster lava layers, still do not find enough contact time, with the underneath surface. They thus 
leave traces which do not develop too high mountain ranges. They make traces, convex away from axis shaped. 
They even remain moving a bit away from the axis, along larger circles. Some of these fast paced lava layers thus, 
do also move towards the inner concentric circle, and towards the axis, depositing lesser peaks, but forming wider 
spaced land forms. In the process they leave wider traces towards the axis, too. Thus the wider eastern Himalayas 
form such convex outward shapes, which develop low peaks as well.  
J. Westward convergence 
Thus the Himalayas form into a large bulb shaped eastern high lands. But their inertia of motion, makes them keep 
moving westward. They thus move towards inner concentric circles, closer to axis as well. In the process they too, 
converge more and more towards the axis. This is signified by huge tapering and thinning westward in the 
Himalayas. Thus the lava mass gets moved showing tapering fast towards the southern convex tall ridge, in the 
western Himalayas. 
K. Axis in the Himalayas 
The westward tapering or thinning, thus points towards the presence of an axis of rotation, there, close to the tall 
southern convex ridge. The westward tapering or thinning in the Himalayas also points towards a well demarcated 
process of convergence, of the lava mass to an axis, there. The southernmost convex shaped tall ridge, thus points 
towards the presence of an axis, along it, in the Himalayas, towards which the lava layers moved or converged, 
once in the history of time. 
L. Fast moving lava layers form Saltoro ridge, K2 and Karakoram Range etc.   
But the two type of lava motion, slow and fast, do try to reach the axis. But fast lava layers, continues to move far 
away from the axis, due to residual inertia of motion, but still not far enough. They ultimately lay to form an 
inclined straight line tall ridge, northwestward from the axis. This straight line tall ridge is still available today too, 
in the form ‘Saltoro ridge’. More and more such fast moving lava mass reaches the axis and deposits. It forms K2, 
Karakoram Range and other large deposits, upstream of the Saltoro Ridge. 
M. Lava mass at Saltoro Ridge acts as brakes to rotation of Earth 
But the fast moving lava mass goes on accumulating more and more, in the above manner at the axis. Slowly this 
large accumulation of lava mass starts acting as brakes to the ongoing rotation of the main inner Earth ball, 
ultimately tilting the axis to a new alignment, seen today.   
N. Westward convergence of masses 
There is thus a westward convergence of lava mass observed in the Himalayas, leading to thinning westward, 
indicating towards the presence of an axis there. A similar process of convergence towards the axis is observed in 
the formations in the earlier reaches, towards the Himalayas, today too. This westward convergence towards the 
axis is further accentuated by the westward thrust of the States of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Nagaland forming Seven Sisters, in North-east India. 
O. Forming of the States of Seven Sisters 
The lava mass on its way to the inner circles and then towards the axis, passed through these traces. Then it 
entered the eastern end of the vast Himalayas through Arunachal Pradesh. But even then in doing so, the lava 
layers tried to thrust fast, towards the axis, laying the lands of Meghalaya, as a straight line westward, as an arrow, 
in the ‘Bow and Arrow; arrangement.  This westward convex shaped formation, strongly points towards the above 
described, lava laying process, converging towards an axis in the western Himalayas. This indicates to an attempt 
by the lava layers, to reach the axis as early as possible.  
P. Westward convergence in early traces 
There is found a similar tendency to move westward, towards the inner concentric circles and to the axis in the 
earlier traces too. As observed in the formation of the Seven Sisters and the eastern Himalayas, in the form of 
westward convex shaped formations, a similar tendency is seen in other traces formed earlier in the travel path.  
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This westward convex shaped formations are observed along following too, thus pointing towards a travel towards 
the inner concentric circles, leaving convex traces. 
1. Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 
2. Malaysia,  
3. Indonesia, along Sumatra and Java. 
Q. Traces made by faster lava layers 
On the contrary there is a demarcated eastward convex shaped formations along the following: 
1. Japan,  
2. New Zealand.  
These two type of land formations point towards the fast type of lava layer movements. While the former traces 
indicate lava layer travel more and more towards inner concentric circles, they point instead to outer circle lava 
motion. 
R. Areas develop shorter peaks  
But the fast traveling lava layers are not able to form compact rock mass. These land forms do not form very high 
peaks too, because of less contact time with the inner Earth. The fast motion of lava layers, laying them, make 
these areas lay in thin strips, having high dip and non-compact rockmass too, making them highly jointed 
S. Areas susceptible to earthquakes 
These highly jointed rock masses are cause of repeated deep seated slips, leading to frequent high magnitude 
earthquakes. The areas of Japan etc., formed from large faster traveling lava layers, are more vulnerable to high 
magnitude earthquake repeatedly. At the end of winter due to snow melt under later sunshine these areas 
become susceptible to high magnitude earthquakes. The deep seeping water vapourises and finds it difficult to 
escape out easily, thus comes out bursting and shaking surroundings. 
T.  Westward convergence in Himalayas 
Thus lava layers get retarded, move to inner concentric circles. They start depositing on the Earth’s surface 
underneath, forming mountain chains and tall peaks. The retarded lava layers get more contact time with the 
Earth’s surface and deposit. Thus higher and higher peaks start forming closer to the axis, because of the snail pace 
motion there. This makes lava layers get closer, compact, while moving and showing convergence to the axis, 
following the anti-clockwise rotation of the Earth. Thus traces developing higher and higher mountain ranges, 
having tall peaks keep forming closer to the axis, in the form of the Himalayas.   
U. Westward Convergence makes Himalayas lay compact 
The retarded lava layers, moving close to the axis, move at a snail pace, getting a large contact time, thus 
depositing and forming a long chain of extremely tall mountain peaks. They move towards the inner concentric 
circles, develop convex shapes towards inner concentric circles and axis as well. The Himalayas thus form a well 
demarcated convex shape, along the southernmost tall ridge, which consists of extremely tall mountain peaks, laid 
in a dense and closely knit land formation, obviating any drift, faulting or earthquakes.   
V. Mt. Everest – SHRESTH SHIKHAR (Mighty Peak) 
This southernmost convex tall and long ridge, consists of all the tall peaks, reaching above 8000 metres, even the 
tallest peak of Mt. Everest ht. 8848 metres, SHRESTH SHIKHAR,  along it; the most dense and compact ridge 
formation, stretching long East-West,  all along the toughest and the tallest mountain ranges on Earth.   
W. Himalayas are not a result of a northward drift of Indian plate  
Thus Himalayas are seen to have been laid once, in the ‘History of Time’, in a snail pace motion of the lava mass, in 
an east to west direction, obliterating the snail pace northward drift of the Indian plate, as being postulated by 
‘plate tectonics’, tending to squeeze it out upward, as also being conceived for conducting- INDEPTH 
(International Deep Profiling of Tibet and the Himalaya) I, II, III and IV.  
X. India not cause of earthquakes   
1) So the Himalayas are not formed by northward drifting of India, as both India and the Himalayas occupy their 

present places permanently.  
2) So India does not thrust against the Himalayas, or even Eurasia, thus leading to earthquakes anywhere, as 

being postulated by ‘plate tectonics’.  
Y. India is seismically calm too – To Major earthquakes  
1. So the Himalayas are not formed by northward drifting of India. 
2. Both India and the Himalayas occupy their present places permanently.  
3. So India does not thrust against the Himalayas, or even Eurasia, thus leading to earthquakes anywhere.  
4. The Himalayas thus form a well demarcated convex shape, along the southernmost tall ridge. 
5. This tall ridge consists of extremely tall mountain peaks, laid in a dense and closely knit land formation, 

obviating any drift too, so too earthquakes, contrary to that being postulated by ‘plate tectonics’.  
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6. On the contrary ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and thus, 
least prone on its immediate south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

Z.    INDEPTH (International Deep Profiling of Tibet and the Himalaya) I, II, III and IV.  
I. The southernmost convex tall and long ridge in the Himalayas, consists of all the tall peaks, reaching above 

8000 metres, even the tallest peak of Mt. Everest ht. 8848 metres, SHRESTH SHIKHAR,  along it; the most 
dense and compact ridge formation, stretching long East-West,   

II. The snail pace motion of the laying lava mass thus results into the formation of a long, tough and the tallest 
mountain ranges, on Earth, all along on this convex ridge, in southern Himalayas.   

III. Himalayas are thus not a result of a northward drift of Indian plate. Thus Himalayas are seen to have been 
laid once, in the ‘History of Time’, in a snail pace motion of the lava mass, in an east to west direction. 

IV. A drift is also assumed and conceived for conducting- INDEPTH (International Deep Profiling of Tibet and 
the Himalaya) I, II, III and IV, as an ideal location for investigating continental collision-tectonics.  

V. As such the above ‘SYSTEMIC SCIENTIC STUDY’, obviates huge amount of drift of India, exceeding thousand 
of miles, as conceived, by assuming India to lie elsewhere from its present place, so as to form the 
Himalayas, by collision of plates, so as to form an example of drift, to substantiate ‘plate tectonics’.  

VI. But India occupies its present position permanently since ages. It does not thrust against the Himalayas, and 
is not the cause of any earthquakes, on any surrounding area. It does not get major earthquakes itself too, as 
being predicted and postulated by ‘plate tectonics’.  

VII. On the contrary ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least 
prone on its south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

VIII. Thus postulates of mountain building, by drifting of plates, seems, ill-conceived.   
 

CONVERGENCE TO ORIGINAL ROTATION 
All motion is evolved out of rotation, leading to continuance and convergence to the main or source or origin, 
obeying laws of inertia of motion. The same process applies to all type of Evolution, whether large or small, in our 
‘Solar system’. The same process applies for the ‘Evolution of the Earth’s surface’ and Himalayas too.  
This process of ‘Continuation along the original rotation’, leads to lava mass converge to the axis, thus seems to be 
existing in the western Himalayas, as discussed in the above ‘Systematic Scientific Study’ of lava motion. 
 
PERMANENCY OF CONTINENTS 
The land mass thus formed is seen today even, thus laying foundation to ‘Krishna Mohan’s concept of                                                                        
Permanency of Continents is the only reality’. This thus obliterates a continuous drift or motion, as being 
propagated by ‘plate tectonics’, in the form of an unending snail pace motion. Thus India occupies its present 
position permanently since ages, as do all the Continents, the two ‘American Continents- North and South’, too.  
1) ‘Krishna Mohan’s concept of permanency of continents’, by the writer, in the article ‘Law of convergence of 

masses’ put up at the 99th Indian Science Congress, also published by iasir.net, and ‘Theory of relational 
motion’, at the 100th Indian Science Congress, and ‘Tilting of axis opened Sukinda mines north-eastwards, at 
2013 IGC, explains ‘Evolution of Earth & India’ and earthquakes in a more scientific, comprehensive, credible 
manner.  

2) It tells that ‘India occupies its position since ages’. All Continents too, occupy their present positions 
permanently. It defines the Himalayas ranges, laid once by the snail pace lava motion, obviating any drift and 
thereby fear of very high magnitude earthquakes, particularly along its south.  

3) Thus the Himalayas are the most compact and calm mountain ranges, laid once into the extremely tall 
southern ridges too, peaking above 8000 Metres, including the tallest peak of Mt. Everest 8848 Metres.  

4) ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least prone on its 
south, towards India, to major earthquakes. 

  
SCIENCE AWAKES TO REALITIES 
1. Science Seeks Sure System Success Study/Story. 
2. There is a strong need of more openings to be made available for better exploration and expression in the 

field of ‘Natural Sciences’, which have been put under confinements for a long time.   
3. It may give a jolt to our view of the land formation processes and ‘Science of Evolution’.  
4. If it is not science, it needs to be replaced. Science relates the subject matter and the outcome well. 
5. Study of ‘SCIENCE’, is meaningful and correct, if supported by the natural events too, actually happening 

around us, otherwise it is vague, leading nowhere.  
6. This presentation, is because of a need of review of important ‘Science Related Concepts’, to uplift man.  
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7. But at the same time this new finding may be leading to more credible and comprehensive conclusions, on 
sound scientific foundations, perhaps more useful, more interesting and inspiring too. 

8. It may lead even the most basic readers get intriguing curiosity into learning, peering endless into volumes of 
works. 

9. Science is thus the ‘Language of self sustaining dedication of most raw readers’, in the most remotest places 
too, on Earth.     

10. Learning and reading is thus the beautiful, beneficial, wonderful bliss, a ‘LIFE GIVING SOURSE’, too.  
11. Though this study seems intriguing, yet easy to digest by the discerning reader; wonderful, hopefully not to 

end ever, taking us to unknown horizons of mysteries. This is beauty, bliss, all happening, in one.  
12. This is the beauty of being, beauty of learning, limitless, breathing of our being.   
13. The air one breathes in learning is better and fresh, than any, one can create and hope. Learning is best 

exercise one can ever do. May we be able to move on the planes we create and see what we learn! 
14. This is just opening the new frontiers, that may lead us to new and new regions, on Earth and even beyond 

Earth, in the outer space around us, as well, as once science is properly touched, it leads us to limitless 
horizons, more and more mysterious as well as full of joy, for one and all.  

15. Such learning lets one get consumed, with utmost indulgence, self involvement.    
16. May we know ‘Traces Telling Truth’.  
17. May reality prevail, projected by learning of science, based on the most fundamental natural laws, still 

needing to be evolved by more and more efforts, by all and the most discerning readers, world over.  
 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
There is a strong need of more openings to be made available for better exploration and expression in the field of 
‘Natural Sciences’, which have been put under confinements for a long time. Progress in a systematic scientific 
manner is the need of all education and society. Most of our study seems unscientific today. Its credibility is still 
doubted, as also of many scientific principles, as ‘Newton’s law of gravity due to mass attraction, formation of 
Moon, black holes, elliptical shaped orbits, solar storms’. Plate tectonics doesn’t define Earth. Evolution of Earth, 
explained by ‘plate tectonics’, seems to be always changing views and is mostly hypothetical, A school Atlas shows 
Earth to consist of Continents separated by oceans. There are several mountains too. But ‘plate tectonics’ for the 
last hundred years, since about 1915, tells this shape is not permanent and has been changing endlessly and is 
continuously changing on the basis of some postulates, claimed to be scientific. It tells the Earth’s surface to 
consist of plates, which happened to be close together once, and to be drifting and forming mountain ranges due 
to collision. Just because both of the ‘Two American Continents’ have mountain ranges along their western coasts, 
and a vast Atlantic Ocean exists on their east, the concept of drift and thereby mountain building by collision of 
plates, and thus the occurrence of earthquakes too, has gained momentum. But its credibility is still doubted. This 
description seems unjustified, when India is being assumed to be drifting from far below, from deep south, from its 
present place, to drift northward, so as to form the Himalayas, as mountain building exercise. Thus it seems 
hypothetical, as even after a hundred years, several explanations and experimentations are not able to prove it.  
Earth’s surface is ‘permanent’ and formed under a well defined scientific process of lava motion governed by 
‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ presented by this writer at the 99th Indian Science Congress. This 
explains one time formation of the Himalayas as well as other mountain ranges. It says ‘Krishna Mohan‘s concept 
of permanency of continents-is the only reality’. The paper presented at 99th Indian Science Congress, deals with 
the tilting of the axis of Earth, to the present alignment, due to the accumulating fast moving lava layers, during 
the westward convergence in the Himalayas. This tilting of axis leads to huge lava sweeps along with huge jerks 
and jolts, leading to formation of the two American Continents, Europe and Africa etc. permanently. India too 
occupies its present position permanently. The Himalayas are laid by the ‘East to West snail pace lava laying 
process of convergence’, as a most compact and dense mass, leading to little earthquake history on the lands at its 
south and India too, though showing large earthquakes in its (Himalaya’s) most eastern and western regions. Thus 
contrary to the fears of large earthquakes, being propagated by plate tectonics, India is almost calm, showing little 
history of large earthquakes. Yet whole of India is visited by mild earthquakes, most frequently, due to twists and 
turns, it had, when axis tilted, described in detail separately, in ‘India twist north-eastward when axis tilts’. 
Westward drift is described by plate tectonics, to lead to ‘Sea floor spreading’ in the midway lying Atlantic Ocean 
Thus as the two American Continents lie west of the Atlantic Ocean, they are assumed to have drifted so far, 
leaving the vast ocean on the way. Thus obviating to the presently prevalent concept of drift, both American 
Continents occupy their present positions permanently, since these huge laying sweeps. To prove drift theory, 
investigations in the form of—‘INDEPTH (International Deep Profiling of Tibet and the Himalaya), a 
multidisciplinary geophysical and geological investigation of the Himalayas and Tibet, has been going on under 
phases - INDEPTH I, II, III and IV, to investigate the effects of the Indian Continent thrusting against the Eurasian 
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plate, pushing out the Himalayas, too’, often considered the ideal location for investigating continental collision-
tectonics. ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of convergence of masses’ shows Himalayas to be laid once, and least prone on its 
south, towards India, to major earthquakes. It gives science new foundations of credibility. ‘Convergence to 
Origin’, seems a reality. All evolution is guided by a fundamental scientific law ‘Krishna Mohan’s Law of 
convergence of masses’. A mass has an inertia of rotational motion, so it is bound to revolve about the origin or 
source and return or converge back to it. Revolution is transformation of rotation, it had in contact with source or 
origin. A mass is pulled only towards its own source or ‘ORIGIN’, because of the processes of convergence, and 
towards no other mass, however large. ‘Krishna Mohan’s concept of Permanency of continents-Is a reality’, is an 
outcome of the same. So plate tectonics doesn’t define Earth. All education has to reform itself for the betterment 
of society, however hard it may seem. So a proper knowledge, is the top priority of society for calm, peace and 
prosperity. 
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